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1 

 

1 Complete the dialogue with the correct past 
simple form of the verbs. There is one verb that 
you do not need. 

begin   forget   laugh   leave   lose   
not arrive   remember   sit   stand   
you / find   your teacher / shout 

A Hey, Kyle. What's the matter? You don't look 

very happy. 

B Hi, Helen. I'm not very happy. My morning 

was terrible; it (1) ____ in a very bad way! 

A Really? Why?  

B Well, first, I (2) ____ my keys. 

A Oh, no! (3) ____ them? 

B Yes, I did ... after an hour! Then I (4) ____ the 

house, but I (5) ____ at school until very late. 

A Oh, no! (6) ____ at you? Miss Sparks gets 

really angry when we’re late! 

B Not then, but she did later – I (7) ____ to do 

my homework last night, but I (8) ____ to take 

it with me – it's on the desk in my bedroom! 

A Then what happened? 

B Miss Sparks was very angry, but everyone 

else thought it was funny and they (9) ____ at 

me! I (10) ____ at my desk for the rest of the 

lesson feeling stupid. 

A Don't worry, Kyle. It's break now, let's go and 

get a drink. 

2 There are two mistakes in each sentence. Find 
them and correct them. 

1 Mum drop her phone yesterday and when Dad 

pick it up, it was broken. 

 _____________________________________ 

2 They ask my friend and I a question, but we 

didn't answered it. 

 _____________________________________ 

3 The man standed up and shoutted at the 

politician.  

 _____________________________________  

4 When the pillow fight did finished last night? 

 _____________________________________ 

5 I didn't seed the flash mob choir, but I heared 

them on the radio. 

 _____________________________________ 

6 What time the teacher did gave the students 

their exam papers this morning?  

 _____________________________________ 

 

3 Use the correct past simple form of be to 
complete the answers. Then write the questions.  

 A  Was Tyler early? 

 B  No, he wasn't. Tyler was late, so there 

wasn't time for him to do his homework. 

1 A  ____________________? 

 B No, there ____ a festival, there ____ a 

concert. 

2 A  ____________________? 

 B  No, my teachers ____ at the party, but 

there ____ ten students there.  

3 A  ____________________? 

 B  No, I ____ at Tom's last night because I 

____ at my cousin's house. 

4 A  What ____________________? 

 B  The film ____ called The Nut Job. 

4 Rewrite the email using the correct past simple 
form of the verb be.  

 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

5 Look at the notes and write what Sarah used to 
do and what she does now. 

 

  ______________________________________   

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

Last year Now 

eat a lot of chips eat lots of healthy food 

not do sports go to sports centre 

always drive to work cycle to work 

go to bed at 12 p.m. go to bed at 10 p.m. 

 

Hi Emma, 

Well, it’s a great weekend! There’s a concert 

in the city centre. There aren't a lot of people 

there, but it’s really good. My friend and I are 

late, but there’s time for us to hear two 

singers – JJ Cool and Big Cent. JJ Cool isn't 

very good, but Big Cent is fantastic. Are you 

and your cousins there? What’s your 

weekend like? 

Write soon, 

Chloe 
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1 Complete the words and match them to their 
opposites. 

1 ___wer __ A lose 

2 ___rive __ B leave 

3 ___gin __ C pick up 

4 ___ry __ D remember 

5 ___op __ E finish 

6 ___nd __ F take 

7 ___get __ G ask 

8 ___ve __ H laugh 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in the boxes.  

hear   not shout   whisper 

A Yesterday, my best friend told me a secret. 

Nobody else (1) ____ her because she (2) ____, 

she (3) ____. 

cry   laugh   see 

B Last night, Mum and Dad (4) ____ a play. They 

said it was funny and they (5) ____, but the 

ending was so sad they (6) ____! 

sit   stand   take 

C Yeah, I (10) ____ my cousin, Morgan, to that 

party. She was bored because she (11) ____ in 

a chair on her own all night, but I had fun. At 

least I (12) ____ and talked to my friends!  

3 Complete the adjectives to label the pictures. 

 

  
1   s__________ 2   t__________ 

  

  
3   s__________ 4   r__________ 

  

Extra vocabulary 

4 Answer the questions. 

 

5 Are the sentences true or false?  

1 Many city squares have got fountains in them. 

____ 

2 A pillow is something that people eat. ____ 

3 When people are at work, they are usually 

asleep. ____ 

4 When people see something funny, they often 

laugh. ____ 

5 If you are thirsty, you want to lie down. ____ 

6 If you are in a good mood, you are unhappy. ___ 

6 Complete the dialogues. 

A A  (1) ____ have you (2) ____ first (3) ____? 

 B  Geography. It's (4) ____ least (5) ____ 

subject. 

 A  Really? I'm good (6) ____ Geography. 

 B  I'm not (7) ____ at it, but I don't like it. 

B A  (8) ____ your English teacher? 

 B  Mrs Banks. 

 A  (9) ____ she like? 

 B  Oh, she's nice. But I (10) ____ Mr Smith to 

Mrs Banks. 

C A  What (11) ____ is History? 

 B  It's (12) ____ 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. 

Test your English Vocabulary! 

1 What do you use to wash your hands? s____ 

2 How do you feel when you are not well? 

s____ 

3 What do birds have lots of? f_______ 

4 What are the good things you get from 

something? b_______ 

5 How do you often feel when you are tired and 

want to go to bed? s_______ 

6 How do you feel when you don't eat? 

h_______ 

7 What do you call something that is an 

imitation of something? f____ 

8 What do you walk on in the street so that cars 

don't hit you? p_______ 
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1 Complete the article. Use the correct past continuous form of the verbs in brackets. 

Terror at sea! 

A large passenger ship hit an iceberg at 11.30 p.m. last night. We asked some of the survivors what they were 

doing at that time. 

Mrs Jane Compton: ‘I (1) ____ (not feel) very well – travelling on a ship makes me a bit ill. I (2) _____ (get) ready to 

go to bed when it happened. My son (3) ____ (sleep) and my daughter (4) ____ (write) a letter. It was just like the 

Titanic... we were terrified!’  

Zachary Jones: ‘I (5) ____ (do) anything really. Oh, yes, I remember, I (6) ____ (pack) my suitcase. My parents 

(7) ____ (walk) on the deck of the ship when we hit the iceberg. Lots of the other passengers (8) ____ (try) to get 

into the lifeboats. It was a scary experience!’ 

2 Look at the pictures. What were the people doing yesterday at 3 p.m.? Write dialogues using the correct 
past continuous form of the verbs given. 

 

1  2  

  

3  4  

  

1 A  (study) ___________________________? 

 B  (not study) ________________________. 

 (repair) _____________________________. 

2 A  (cook) ____________________________? 

 B  (not cook) _________________________. 

 (work) ______________________________. 

3 A  (swim) ___________________________? 

 B  (not swim) _________________________. 

 (play) _______________________________. 

4 A  (travel by car) ______________________? 

 B  (not travel by car) ___________________. 

 (ride) _______________________________. 

3 Underline the mistakes in the sentences. 
Then correct them. 

1 As Benjamin was doing his History homework his sister, Brianna, was do her Geography project. 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

2 We wasn't playing football when it was starting to rain; we was in the house playing chess. 

  ______________________________________  
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3 What were they watching on TV when you were arriving? 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

4 While Jane was listening to the song, she was remembering the day she met her boyfriend, Cameron. 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

5 The car was moving while the dog jumped out of it. 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

6 I was sleep when my mother shouted at me to get up. 

  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

4 Complete the dialogues with the correct past continuous or past simple form of the verbs. There is one 
verb you do not need. 

dig   do   pack 

1 A  What _____________ when you found the rare coin?  

 B  I _____________ in my grandfather's vegetable garden. 

get   find   talk   work (x2) 

2 A  _____________ at the airport when they _____________ the envelope on the ground?  

 B  No, they _____________ at the airport. They _____________ a bus to the airport. 

do   drive   happen   send   talk   try 

3 A  _____________ a text message while he _____________ the car? 

 B  No, Vince _____________ that. He _____________ on his mobile phone when the accident 

_____________.
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1 What are these things often made of? Write an 
appropriate material. Do not use the same 
material twice. 

1 ____ 

 jackets, boots, shoes, gloves 

2 ____ 

 vases, plates, bowls, cups 

3 ____ 

 T-shirts, shirts, blouses, dresses 

4 ____ 

 mirrors, windows, bottles, jars 

5 ____ 

 tools, umbrella handles, parts of a car 

6 ____ 

 Wellington boots, balls, some pet toys 

7 ____ and ____ 

 watches, rings, earrings, necklaces 

8 ____ 

 tables, chairs, desks, picture frames 

9 ____ 

 winter cardigans, hats, gloves, socks 

10 ____ 

 picnic forks, knives, some rain coats, bottles 

2 Complete the note with words for containers. 
Sometimes more than one answer is possible. 
Do not use the same word twice. 
 

 

3 Complete the crossword. 
 

  
1
        

    
2
      

          

  
3
       

4
 

          

          

       
5
   

   
6
       

          

   
7
  

8
     

          

          

          

          
9
          

          

          
Across 

3 happy; in a good mood 

7 unusual e.g. a noise, experience or feeling 

9 something we notice with our nose 

Down 

1 what is left of a ship when it sinks 

2 outside area often with grass for animals to eat 

4 suitcases; bags we pack to go on holiday 

5 a piece of metal used as money 

6 very unhappy 

8 not very common 

4 Complete the dialogue. 

A Hi. I was wondering if you could help me. My 

sister (1) ____ a box with a rare coin in it this 

morning. She (2) ____ it on the plane. 

B What does the box (3) ____ like? 

A Well, it's small and black. 

B What’s it (4) ____ of? 

A The box? It's cardboard. 

B Is it (5) ____ of these? 

A No, that's not (6) ____. 

B Sorry… I can take your phone number and call 

you if we find it. 

A Yes, that's a good idea. Thanks. 
 

Good morning, Joe! 

 

There is a (1) ____ of cereal, a 

(2) ____ of apple juice and a (3) ____ 

for your tea on the table for your 

breakfast. Please could you get these 

things when you go to the shops later? 

 

1 x (4) ____ of chocolates (present 

for Gran) 

6 x (5) ____ of cola 

2 x (6) ____ of olive oil 

1 x (7) ____ of jam 

2 x (8) ____ of pasta  

3 x (9) ____ of baked beans 

1 x cardboard (10) ____ of orange 

juice 

 

Love, 

Mum xxx 
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1 Complete the rules. Write one word in each gap.  

1 We use will or won't + the ____. 

2 We use will or won't to make future ____.  

3 The form of will / won’t is the ____ for all 

subjects.  

4 We use the short form ____ in informal writing 

and speech.  

5 We usually don’t include the main ____ in short 

answers. 

2 Use the prompts and the correct form of will to 
write questions and short answers. 

1 number of people / planet / increase? 

 _______________________________________ 

 Yes, ____. 

2  students / go to school / learn? 

  ______________________________________  

 No, ____. 

3 governments / realize / using fossil fuels / bad? 

  ______________________________________   

 Yes, ____. 

4 you / do something / help / environment 

  ______________________________________  

 Yes, ____. 

5 people / stop / kill / animals? 

  ______________________________________  

 No, ____.  

 
3 Complete the dialogue. Use the correct form of 

will. 

A Hi, I'm doing a survey to find out what people 

think life (1) ____ (be) like in the future. Would 

it be OK to ask you a few questions?   

B Sure. 

A Great! Question 1. (2) ____ (people / look) 

different in the future?  

B Yes, I think (3) ____. Humans (4) ____ (not 

have to) move very much, so they (5) ____ 

(have) shorter legs and fatter bodies! 

A OK. Question 2. (6) ____ (the planet / need) 

our help in the year 3000?   

B No, (7) ____. People (8) ____ (realize) soon 

that the planet needs our help and they 

(9) ____ (do) something about the planet's 

problems.   

A Good. Question 3. How many people 

(10) ____ (drive) cars in the future? 

B None! People (11) ____ (not drive) cars, 

they’ll fly... which is what I need to do, or I 

(12) ____ (be) late for work! 

4 Complete the first conditional sentences using 
the correct verbs in the correct order. 

1 ____ better if I ____ eating chocolate? (stop, 

feel) 

2 If ____ less water, we ____. (not use, run out) 

3 ____ his back if he ____ anything too heavy. 

(not lift, not hurt) 

4 If they ____ the animals, ____. (not survive, not 

help) 

5 We ____ a lot this year if Mrs Rae ____ a good 

teacher. (be, learn) 

6 Joe and Jack ____ to the science fair if ____ too 

much homework. (have, not go) 

7 If ____ to the hospital, ____ the nurse ____our 

temperature? (take, go) 

8 The doctor ____ you if she ____ you to answer 

any questions. (need, call)  

5 Read the text and write sentences using the 
prompts. 

Have you or someone in your family got a health 

problem? Tell Dr Health all about it! 

Dear Dr Health, 

 I’m 16 years old and I get extremely nervous 

before exams. I stay up late studying because I 

want to get good results. I study for hours and hours 

every night and I don't get any exercise. I eat lots of 

junk food when I have an exam and I don’t eat any 

fruit or vegetables. I know it’s bad! I go to the gym 

sometimes but I always forget my trainers! Help! 

 Noah 

1 you / stay calm / before exams / not do well 

(unless) 

 ______________________________________  

2 you / be tired / if / stay up late / studying / 

get bad results (will) 

 ______________________________________  

3 you / become / unfit / get some exercise 

 (will, unless) 

 ______________________________________  

4 if / you / not stop / eat / junk food / weight / 

increase (will) 

 ______________________________________  

5 you / hurt / ankles / if / forget / wear / trainers / 

for gym (will) 

______________________________________ 
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1 Label the parts of the body. 

 

1 _____  5 _____  

2 _____  6 _____  

3 _____  7 _____  

4 _____  8 _____   

2 Write two sentences for each picture, using the 
verb hurt and words for parts of the body. 

1  2  

  

3  4  

 

1  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

2  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

3  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

4  ______________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

3 Use a word from A and the correct form of a 
verb from B to complete the dialogues. 

A   fossil fuels   global warming    
greenhouse gas   organic   pollution 

B   decrease   grow   increase   
produce   run out 

1 A  Does your aunt have ____ crops on her 

farm? 

 B  Yes. She ____ them without using any 

chemicals. 

2 A  Can you tell me what ____ is? 

 B  It’s when the earth's temperature ____.  

3 A  What does coal ____ when we burn it? 

 B  ____ – in the air and in the water.  

4 A  What can we do to ____ things like ____? 

 B  We can stop eating beef. 

5 A  What will we do if we ____ of ____ in the 

next five years? 

 B  We'll need to use alternative forms of 

energy sooner than we thought.  

4 Are the sentences true or false? Correct the 
false ones. 

1 If you are fit and healthy, you are weak. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

2 Algae is a kind of plant. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

3 Beef comes from horses. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

4 Our bodies don't need protein. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

5 An award is a kind of prize. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

6 We heat our homes when it is hot. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

7 A nut is a kind of exercise. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

8 There are questions on a survey. ____ 

  ______________________________________  

5 Complete the dialogues with one word. 

1 A  Good morning, Mrs Rae. How (1) ____ 

you feel today? 

 B  Hello, Nurse Grant. I (2) ____ a bit sick. 

 A  What's the (3) ____ with you? 

 B  I've got a (4) ____ throat.  

2 A  Hello, Jack. What's the matter (5) ____ 

you? 

 B  Hello, Dr Casey. I don't feel very (6) ____. 

 A  I see. Well, (7) ____ me (8) ____ your 

temperature…
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1 Read the text. There are six errors in it. Find 
them and rewrite it in your notebook. 

My friends are always asking me what I’m going do 

after I leave school. Well, my friend Claire and I isn’t 

going to stay at home, that’s for sure! We’re goeing to 

travel around Europe together and we’re to going have 

lots of fun and adventures. My parents don’t know 

about our plans. Claire says she aren’t going to tell her 

parents until the day before we leave! I’m isn’t going to 

tell them until after the trip is booked and they can’t do 

anything about it! 

2 Look at the pictures. What are the people going 
to do? Write dialogues using the prompts and 
the correct form of be going to. 

 

1  2  

  

3  4  

 

1 A  (sell / book) _________________________? 

 B  (not sell) ____________________________. 

 (buy) _________________________________. 

2 A  (pay for / sandwich) ___________________? 

 B  (not pay for) _________________________. 

 (make) _______________________________. 

3 A  (swim down) _________________________? 

 B  (not swim down) ______________________. 

 (slide down) ____________________________. 

4 A  (fall off / diving board) _________________? 

 B  (not fall off) __________________________. 

 (dive off) _______________________________. 

3 Complete B’s replies using the best option, be 
going to or will. 

1 A  Look at that little boy standing on the table! 

 B  Oh, no! He _______ (fall off) it. 

2 A  _______ (we / go) to England on holiday? 

 B  No, we _______ (not visit) England. We 

_______ (travel) to France – I’ve got the 

plane tickets right here!  

3 A  Do you think Hannah _______ (win) first prize 

in the race? 

 B  No, I'm sure she _______ (not finish) the 

race. I think you _______ (come) first. 

4 A  Do you think the _______ (weather / be) nice 

today? 

 B  No! Look at those clouds – it _______ (rain) 

soon. 

5 A  Do they think people _______ (donate) 

money to the animal charity? 

 B  Yes, they believe people _______ (give) what 

they can. 

6 A  Why _______ (your sister / clean) the whole 

house this afternoon? 

 B  She wants to earn extra pocket money 

because she _______ (buy) a new bike. 

7 A  _______ (you and Sabrina / sleep) at Josie’s 

house tonight? 

 B  No, she’s on holiday. We _______ (stay) in 

and watch some films. 

4 Complete the dialogues with the correct present 
continuous form of the verbs. There is one verb 
you do not need. 

crawl   go   play   see 

1 A  _______ the doctor this afternoon?  

 B  No, I _______ to the hospital today. I 

_______ tennis with Jacob at 5 p.m. 

do   meet   take part   talk    

2 A  What _______ tonight?  

 B  Jason and Jordan _______ me at the 

swimming pool at 4 p.m. We _______ in the 

diving competition at 4.30. 

drive   fly   slide   take (x2) 

3 A  Austin _______ to London this Tuesday. 

 B  I know. He _______ a taxi to the airport at 9 

a.m. 

 A  No, he _______ a taxi at 9 a.m. His wife 

_______ him there at 10 a.m. 
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1 Complete the text with the verbs. 

buy   donate   pay   save   sell   
spend 

 

2 Complete the sentences with verbs and 
prepositions of movement. 

1  2  

3  4  

5  6  

1 The fireman is going to ____ ____ the ladder. 

2 The baby is going to ____ ____ the table. 

3 Alyssa is going to ____ ____ the pool. 

4 The fish are going to ____ ____ the ship wreck. 

5 Noah and Brian are going to ____ ____ the hill. 

6 He is going to ____ ____ the black square. 

3 Complete the crossword. 
 

   
1 2 

  

       

       

  
3 

    

       

      
4 

 
5 

     

       

       

       
6 

      
 

      

Across 

1 a structure that separates the rooms of a house 

3 having completely run out of money 

5 a structure that goes over a river or road 

6 untidy or dirty 

Down 

2 angry or irritated 

4 something we use to catch fish 

5 the woman who is marrying the groom 

4 Complete the definitions with one word. 

1 25 per cent of something = a ____ of something 

2 ____ = make money from a job 

3 33 per cent of something = a ____ of something   

4 ____ = be first in a competition  

5 50 per cent of something = a ____ of something 

5 Use the prompts to write the dialogue. 

A I / pay / card / ? 

 (1) _________________________________ 

B I / sorry, / the shop / only take cash. / there / be / 

cash machine / at the back / shop 

 (2) _________________________________ 

 ____________________________________ 

A and I / like / return / this 

 (3) _________________________________ 

B you / got / receipt / ? 

 (4) _________________________________ 

A yes, / I have / refund / please ? 

 (5) _________________________________ 

Hi all! Today, I'm going to talk about money. 

My parents don't like it when I (1) ____ all my 

pocket money on things like computer games 

and clothes. They want me to use some of 

that money to (2) ____ things like books for 

school. They also think it's a good idea for me 

to (3) ____ some of the money so I can 

(4) ____ for things when I go to university and 

not ask them to send me money!  

My sister isn't like me – she's very good with 

her money. Last week, she decided to 

(5) ____ her old laptop and (6) ____ the 

money to an animal charity! Now I feel 

miserable  – I'll never have enough money to 

do something nice like that! 

I need some advice about how to manage my 

pocket money? Can anyone help?! 
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1 Complete the dialogue with can, can't, could or 
couldn’t and the verbs. 

dance   invite (x2)   not dance   
not invite   not make   not sing   play 

A Grandma, when you were younger 

(1) ____________ your friends over at the 

weekends? 

B No, I (2) ____________ them over because 

our house was small and we were a big 

family. 

A Oh, I see. I (3) ____________ friends over, 

but I share a room with Amy, so my friends 

and I (4) ____________ too much noise.  

B Well, that's not so bad. 

A Yes, it is! You know that my friends and I 

(5) ____________ musical instruments. And 

we have a band. I’m the singer. But Amy 

(6) ____________ a note so she gets angry 

when we practise in our room.   

B Yes, that’s a problem! When I was young, I 

(7) ____________ really well, but my little 

sister (8) ____________ at all. She has got 

no coordination. Oh, she got very jealous 

when I went dancing. 

A Ah, so you had problems with your sister too!  

2 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. Use can, can't, could or 
couldn’t. 

1 Our teacher has the ability to speak German. 

 Our teacher ____________ German. 

2 Mum won't give me permission to go with you. 

 I ____________ with you. 

3 My uncle didn't have the ability to drive until he 

was thirty! 

 My uncle ____________ until he was thirty! 

4 Aunt Jen didn't have permission to have 

sleepovers when she was young. 

 Aunt Jen ____________ sleepovers when she 

was young. 

5 Ethan had the ability to ski when he was five. 

 Ethan ____________ ski when he was five. 

3 Four of these sentences have mistakes in them. 
Find and correct them. 

1 Of all our friends, Jacob eats the most healthier. 

____ 

2 Emily runs fast than me. ____ 

3 Dad gets up the earliest than Mum. ____ 

4 My brother is a bit taller than me. ____ 

5 Sergio is the bestest at English in his class. ____ 

4 Complete the email with the correct comparative 
or superlative form of the adjectives. 

bad   fluent   good   hard 
late   quick 

 

5 Look at the table. Write sentences about what 

the teenagers are allowed () / not allowed () 
to do. Use but to say what they can’t do. 

 go to the 

talent show 

buy new 

clothes 

have a 

sleepover 

Chloe 

and Josie 
   

Emma    

Noah    

1 Chloe and Josie  _________________________  

______________________________________  

2 Emma  ________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

3 Noah __________________________________  

  ______________________________________  

6 Rewrite the sentences using the words in bold.  

1 Sweets aren't very healthy, but fruit and 

vegetables are. (less) 

 ______________________________________  

2 Watching cricket isn't very interesting, but 

watching football is. (not as) 

 ______________________________________  

3 My parents' bedroom is tidy. My brother's 

bedroom is untidy. My bedroom is more untidy 

than both rooms. (most) 

 ______________________________________  

4 My History class is interesting and so is my 

English class. (as) 

 ______________________________________  

Hi Daniel, 

Just a note to let you know how my Spanish 

lessons are going. This month, I worked 

(1) ____________ last month in my classes, so I 

I’m not (2) ____________ student in the class 

anymore!  Actually, I'm doing 

(3) ____________ my friend, Fin, now. I can 

finish my Spanish homework (4) ____________ 

him, too! After yesterday's lesson, I stayed 

(5) ____________ of all the students and I talked 

to my teacher. She said that I was talking 

(6) ____________ I did a month ago. It made me 

very happy! How are your French lessons going? 

Sam xxx 
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1 Read the definitions and write the stage of life. 

1 Meg is a woman of about seventy-five years old. 

She's e____________. 

2 Dave is a grown-up person. He's an 

a____________. 

3 Olivia is twelve years old. She's a 

c____________. 

4 The singers in the band are from thirteen to 

nineteen years old. They're t____________. 

5 My little cousin is almost a year old. She's a 

b____________. 

6 Aunt Zelda is about forty. She's 

m____________. 

2 Complete the life stages phrases with the verbs. 

have   get (x2)   go   grow   learn   
leave   retire 

1 ____ to drive 5 ____ a job 

2 ____ up 6 ____ from a job 

3 ____ home 7 ____ to university 

4 ____ married 8 ____ children 

3 Complete the text with some of the phrases in 
exercise 2. Use the past simple. 

My Grandpa William is great and I want to tell you 

about his life. He (1) ____ in a big house with his 

parents and his four brothers. When Grandpa 

William was seventeen he (2) ____ his dad's car 

and a few years later he (3) ____ and moved to the 

city. He (4) ____ there and studied medicine. He 

was lucky and (5) ____ in a hospital very quickly. 

Then he (6) ____ to my Grandma Grace and they 

(7) ____ – one of them is my dad!  After many years 

Grandpa William (8) ____ and now he spends his 

time working in his garden growing vegetables. 

Grandma Grace and him are very happy. I love it 

when they invite me over to their house. 

4 The verbs in bold are in the wrong sentences. 
Cross them out and write them in the correct 
sentence. 

 Do you share do well at school, Jack? 

 She's always complaining that she has to do 

share a room with her sister. 

1 I like this restaurant. They text ____ healthy 

meals here. 

2 They make ____ their money on things they 

don’t need. 

3 I can't wait – I'm going to help ____ a lie in on 

Saturday morning. 

4 We'll have ____ you plan the party if you'd like. 

5 How many times a day do you cook ____ or 

email your friends? 

6 Luis finds it difficult to spend ____ new friends. 

5 Complete the words in the speeches. 

 

6 Complete the dialogue. 

A (1) H____ do you feel about going to that new 

hamburger restaurant? 

B (2) P____, I think hamburgers are junk food. 

A (3) Oh, d____ t you like junk food? 

B No. In my (4) o____, people need to eat more 

healthily. Hamburgers are full of additives – 

they aren't (5) a____ good for you as fruit and 

vegetables. 

A Yes, I suppose burgers and fries are much (6) 

l____ healthy than salad. 

B You're absolutely (7) r____, so let's use these 

lovely tomatoes and make a nice salad for 

dinner. We can have some fish, too. I think 

fish is one of the healthiest foods you can eat! 

A I (8) a____. Come on, I'll help you.

2 Do you like visiting other countries? I do. Last 

year, my parents took me to France. My dad 

was unh_______ because he didn't speak 

French. For_______ I speak French 

flu_______, so I helped my dad when he 

needed to talk to people at the hotel and in 

restaurants we went to. 

3 My friend Tim is a com_______ and he is very 

funny. A few months ago, he went to an 

aud_______ for a var_______ show. The 

jud_______ really liked him and he performed 

his act on live TV. They chose him as one of 

the _______! He’s in next month’s final! 

1 The last school trip I went on was very 

unen_______. I didn't have fun at all! We went 

to London to a big museum, but there were so 

many people there that we couldn't see the 

paintings pro_______. Our teacher 

even_______ said that it was time to leave and 

get on the bus. I was happy to go home. 
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1 Read the promotional information. Match sentences A–G with 1–5 in the text. There are two extra sentences 
which you do not need to use.  

 

A This includes cookery lessons in its cuisine. 

B We only teach beginner classes.  

C We run classes for all levels in each language.  

D The students stay at the school for five days. 

E It’s hard work but worth it.  

F Students also spend time working on the farm. 

G It’s only for very fit people. 

Our Premium Summer schools 

Do you get bored in the summer holidays? Do you want to learn something new? Read all the reasons to choose a 

summer school with a difference! 

Didsbury Circus School 

Do you love gymnastics? If so, why not consider studying at a circus school this summer? Students spend up to five 

hours a day learning everything about the circus – from acrobatics to the trapeze. (1) ___ Past students believe that 

their fitness levels rose over the six week course. At the end of three weeks, students put on a show for their friends 

and family. Students must be 14 years old or over. 

Cook and Learn School 

Calling all language and food lovers! Spend six weeks learning a language. Students can choose from French, 

Spanish, Italian, Chinese and Russian. It's for everyone. (2) ___ Our courses also cover the culture of country. (3) 

___ At the end of the course, each class gives a presentation and cooks a meal for the school. Classes are small 

and friendly. Suitable for students over 13 years old. 

Tinkering School 

Are you a practical person? Do you love the countryside? Yes! Then the Tinkering School may be the place for you. 

(4) ___ When they arrive they spend their time solving problems and working on projects. They also feed the 

animals on the farm and eat good food. (5) ___ Some projects that students worked on include building a 

rollercoaster, building a tree house and making boats. To complete these projects the students solve problems 

through creative thinking and working together as a team. Suitable for students over 8 years old.  

APPLY NOW FOR NEXT SUMMER! 

2 Read the text again and complete the sentences.  

1 The schools mentioned in the text are ________ because they aren’t like most schools. 

2 Students at Didsbury Circus School demonstrate their new ________ to their friends and family in a show.  

3 Students at the Cook and Learn School learn how to _______ a language, its ________ and ___________. 

4 Students at Tinkering School use ______________ and ______________ to complete projects. 

5 A child can attend __________ School. 
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1 Read the fact file. Why is the Amazon rainforest of interest to scientists and health professionals?  

_________________________________________ 

The Amazing Amazon 

What: 

- largest rainforest in the world 

- 7,000,000 square kilometres 

Where:  

- stretches across Brazil, Peru, French Guinea, Colombia, Suriname, Ecuador, and Bolivia  

- contains over half of the planet’s rainforest  

Importance: 

Plants take in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen. They clean the atmosphere – carbon dioxide is a harmful 

greenhouse gas. 

The medical community is interested in the plants of the Amazon. For thousands of years, the people living there 

have used plants to treat illnesses. Different plants can be used to cure different things. There are plants that can 

reduce a temperature and others that can help ease headaches, toothaches and muscle pains. The Amazon people 

who have knowledge of these plants are called ‘medicine men’. When they get old, they pass on their knowledge to 

younger men or apprentices. They will eventually become medicine men too. 

Scientists have identified plants in the Amazon that can treat diseases. Drauzio Varella, a Brazilian researcher, is 

looking for a cure for cancer in the Amazon. He and his team test each plant to find out if they have medicinal 

properties. This takes a long time. 

Deforestation is a problem for ordinary people as well as scientists. Not only plants and trees will disappear. The 

Amazon people use plants in their everyday life. This makes them very dependent on their natural environment. 

Destruction of the rainforest threatens their way of life. 

2 Read the fact file again. Answer the questions. 
 

1 What proportion of the Earth’s rainforest is in the Amazon? 

_______________________________________ 

2 What are ‘medicine men’? 

_______________________________________ 

3 Who is Drauzio Varella and what is he searching for? 

_______________________________________ 

4 Name two consequences of cutting down the Amazon rainforest mentioned in the text. 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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1 Read the story extract. Why did Karen want the necklace?  

 _________________________________________ 

 ‘Oh, it’s beautiful,’ exclaimed Karen. She was looking at the pretty, shiny silver necklace in her friend’s hand.  

‘Isn’t it? My mum gave it to me yesterday as a present for doing well in my exams,’ said Suzy excitedly. ‘Do you know 

what you’re going to wear to the party tomorrow night?’ 

‘Oh, just a pair of jeans and a top,’ replied Karen, while thinking sadly how Suzy’s necklace would go so well with her 

outfit. This was the party of year and she wanted to look her best.  

Later that day, on her way home from school, Karen stopped outside the jeweller’s. She was just about to turn away 

from the window display, when she saw the necklace inside the shop. She went in and ran excitedly towards it. Her 

face dropped when she saw the price tag. It was £30 – £10 more than she had in the bank. Then a terrible thought 

came to her – why can’t I have it when my friend can? She quickly looked around to see if anyone was watching and 

then reached out for the necklace. As she was about to put it in her pocket, she looked up to see a store detective 

standing angrily in front of her with his hand out for the necklace. 

With red cheeks and her head down, Karen followed the store detective to the office where he called her mum to tell 

her of Karen’s theft. Karen’s tears started to fall when her mum arrived and angrily gave Karen her punishment. ‘You 

are grounded for a month. No friends and definitely no parties!’ she shouted angrily. 

2 Read the story again and answer the questions.  

1 Why was Karen sad?  

 ______________________________________ 

2 How much money did Karen have? 

 ______________________________________ 

3 Do you think Karen had planned to steal the necklace? Why / Why not? 

 ______________________________________ 

4 How do you think she felt when she was caught? 

 ______________________________________ 

5 Did Karen benefit from the theft? 

 ______________________________________ 
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You recently visited London and stayed with your friend’s family. Write a thank-you note. Use the questions 
and prompts to help you. Write about 125 words. (15 marks) 
Paragraph 1:  
Greet the person. What you are thanking the person for? Why was this important to you? 
 
Paragraph 2:  
Give details about your stay in London. What did you do? What did you enjoy? What did you learn from the 
experience? 
 
Paragraph 3:  
Write an appropriate closing sentence and sign off. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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 Write a formal letter of invitation for one of the following situations. Use the questions to help you. Write 
about 125 words. (15 marks) 

A You are in the final of a writing competition. Invite your English teacher to the event, where the winner will be 

announced. 

B Some of your school’s music students are organizing a charity concert at the town hall. Invite your head teacher. 

 

Paragraph 1: Start with a formal greeting. Say what the invitation is for, where the event is and why it is being held. 

Paragraphs 2 and 3: Give more details about the event. What time will it start and finish? What is going to happen? 

What useful information (e.g. about parking restrictions) can you tell the person you are inviting? 

Paragraph 4: What do you think the event will be like? Express a positive opinion that will convince the person to 

come. Request a reply and sign off appropriately. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


